
How to do a banner 

 

 

How to do a team banner 
 

Team banners are a source of pride and identity for our Region 678 teams and each team should proudly 
display their banner at each game and at Picture Day. 

Typically all teams from U5 to U14 have team banners in some form or another. 

 There are only a few rules: 

 You may put player FIRST names only on the banner. DO NOT put first AND last names or 
uniform numbers. (Note: Just putting uniform numbers with NO NAME is OK too, but kids like to 
see their name.) This is done for the child’s safety 

 Beside your team name, don’t forget your coach, assistant coach and team parent. You may want 
to also include your Team Number. 

 Please stay away from trademarked names, particularly Disney names. Other examples are “The 
Barbie Dolls”, “The Spongebobs” etc. Also team names cannot be associated with a Brand name 
or registered slogan such as “Just do it” 

 Team names should be fun and non-political.  If there are any questions regarding 
appropriateness of your name, contact your division coordinator via the board page on 
ayso678.org. 

Two ways to get a banner: 

1. Order through a vendor. Easiest and fastest way to get a banner. Once you have a team name, 
you can pick from thousands of designs and they include the banner stand and carrying case with 
the purchase  
 

You can shop local or online. For your convenience, the following pages include some banner 
vendors but their inclusion does not imply any endorsement by AYSO Region 678.  
 

2. Make one yourself. You can purchase supplies a local fabric store and have the team decorate 
the banner. Typically, teams use felt or other fabrics and decorate with paint, glitter or use cloth 
letters. 
 
To create the banner stand, you can buy ¾” or 1” PVC tubing (used for garden sprinklers) and the 
fittings. You may want to use Velcro, snap rings or grommets or just thin rope to mount the 
banner to your stand. Make sure it is easy to assemble and disassemble. 
 
Questions: email teamparent@ayso678.org 



“The official soccer store
of the Santa Clarita Valley”

24331 Main St.
Newhall, CA 91321

253-1800
planetsoccerstore.com

25   OFF%

SELECT MERCHANDISE
WITH THIS COUPON*

Code: 678/Planet Soccer

* -- Excludes airbrush/printed soccer banners

Equipment  -  Apparel  -  Team Banners

A PROUD SUPPORTER OF AYSO REGION 678
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